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Show Notes

In this Episode:
●

Kami shares what's flowing to her, what she's learned through the pandemic, and how
she's grown by helping others build impact and expansive growth with their businesses

●

How our work as leaders and entrepreneurs is going to change our world

●

The importance of taking care of yourself first and determining how your community
needs you at this time

●

Her core pillars of voice, vision, and visibility

●

Using "I am" statements to determine the essence of you - your passions, and your
values

●

Tips on creating a brand that only you can own and the importance of removing archaic
marketing formulas from your strategy

●

How to speak your client's love language

●

Attracting your soul clients by sharing the vision of what is possible

●

Elevating yourself as a thought leader and determining the one message you want the
world to hear

●

How to get people to stop, think, and do differently

●

The importance of giving people a roadmap to your most important message

Notable Quotes:
"Raising up the world starts with each and every one of you.” — Kami Guildner
"We fall in love with souls, not faces." — Kami Guildner
"When we align with who we are and what we're meant to do, the universe gets all in behind
us.” — Kami Guildner
"Take the essence of yourself into your brand." — Kami Guildner
“When we show up in our genius we create impact with our voices.” — Kami Guildner
"Women's wisdom is the medicine our earth needs.” — Kami Guildner

Resources:
Kami Guildner – Storyteller, connector, and coach for Women - Helping extraordinary women
raise up their voice, visibility and business.
Website: https://www.kamiguildner.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/kamiguildnercoaching/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/kamiguildner/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/KamiGuildner
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kamiguildner/
Apply for a complimentary coaching session with Kami:
https://www.kamiguildner.com/apply/
Join the Extraordinary Women Connect Facebook group facilitated by Kami Guildner:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1386664118079263/
The Extraordinary Women Connect Facebook group is a place for powerful connections and
collaborations. It is a place to learn how to #RaiseUP your voice, your visibility and grow your
business to that next level. It is a place to be inspired, uplifted and fired up for action. It is a
place to lean in, ask for support and celebrate one another. Because together, we’re better!
Link to this show: https://www.kamiguildner.com/ewr-kami-guildner-250
#ExtraordinaryWomen #podcast #WomenRising #RaiseUp
Tag Kami on Facebook @KamiGuildner, Twitter @KamiGuildner, Instagram @KamiGuildner and LinkedIn
@KamiGuildner

